l6o	THE   RISE   OF   ITALIAN   FASCISM
quite simply ' Fascist Party \ The new party was not to be
based on a coalition of syndicates, as he had contemplated
in the beginning of July, but on an association ofthefasci
and their storm squads, by then amenable to party discipline.
Instead of bringing about ( a united proletariat', he would
form his own syndicates. Mussolini was tacitly adopting
the proposals of the Bologna heretics.
Although he had resigned in his letter of August 17 he
had not given up the struggle, and although he was forced
to give up his July 23 policy, there remained the struggle
for leadership inside the fascist movement itself. Having
now thrown his labour sympathies overboard he could act
more freely in view of the approaching National Congress.
He began by demanding, unsuccessfully, that it should be
held ia Milan, which was favourable ground, and not in
Rome. At the same time he was perturbed by the attitude
of Bonomi., who seemed determined to oppose fascist
illegality. At Modena the Royal Guard had fired on fascist
demonstrators, who had left several dead behind them.
This caused a tremendous furore. Restrictions were set on
the bearing of arms and the movements of lorries, which
hampered blackshirt excursions. For the most part local
authorities ignored the ministerial orders, or used them
for hunting down the meagre beginnings of the arditi del
popolo. Here and there, however, the fascist squads
encountered difficulties. The fasti demanded that the
parliamentary group should openly oppose Bonomi, but
Mussolini was against violent anti-ministerial action, and
insisted, on September 7, that they must first of all settle
the fascist crisis and form the party. An attack at this stage
would involve the risk of creating an anti-fascist coalition
and government, and might even bring Nitti back into
power. Bonomi was the lesser evil.
Thefasci, whose growth had been due to every sort of
help from public authorities, could not brook this new
atmosphere of restriction. The heads of the Florence fascio
published the following notice on September 30 :
6 Very few citizens felt impelled to mourn for the tragic
events at Modena, and no shops were shut, even for half

